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This link is in part the CAD so need to just clarify button solution build a 3d model and plastics can start

unit design inc
dimensions

no

get design
completed

yes

plastics enclosure to
includes button

feature

enclosure
overmoulding

tooling and
amounts

(1 week synthetic
tooling)

£6-800 + £7 per unit

total cost circa 1.5K for
50 units

re order above further £1.5k
per 50 units or switch to

aluminum tooling and link in
with council grant to apply for

3-5 weeks aluminum
tooling

£2.5-3K + 50p-£1 per
case

total cost £7k for any
number

order more
plastics

50p per case

multicharger design
and V1 builds

prototype 3d printed

1 x 10 way

1x 15 way

1x 20 way

V2 prototype build post
changes from trials 3d

printed

field test and
market research

order
V1

prototyp
e boards

test new prototypes
sign off electronics

actual size V2
prototypes

field test
scenarios

prototypes

pre
production

V3 prototype
early adopter

ttesting

review and sign
off for

production rund

3k includes
3d printers

and cad
designs

40k includes
designs for
electronics
Firmware

software and 4
rounds of
prototype
itterations

Budget for Prototype phases 50K
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Field tested sign
off

no

review
and

address
why

yes

prototype plastics
enclosure &

chargers

enclosure
injection

moulding 3D
printed tooling

quotes

functionality
testing

3 d printed cases
market research

consumer feedback.

3d printed
prototypes for

testing and field trials

multicharger re
designs of 3 d

prototypes single
multi use case

1 x 10 way

1x 12 way

1x 15 way

review market
requirements and
adjust production

V1 vacum formed
prototype wood tooling

12 way

order V4 prototype
production

components
(alternatives)

test new prototypes
sign off

order v5 test
production run

(100 units)

Field test
from

factory to
early

adopter
cpaying

customers

review and
sign off for

Full
production

6-10 weeks
aluminum

tooling

15K case
top and
bottom

10k
Overmoul
d button

vacum
form tool

1k 4-6
weeks

v5
production

run 10k

Budget for pre production phase 45K
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project sign off for
production

no

review
and

complete

yes

Testing and
certifications Water

CE Safety

500 off
production run

test

Re tool including
colour palette

changes and logo

re order
1000

supply lines with
manufacturing electronics

multicharger Vac
form tooling v2

4x12 way

4x 15 way

field testing team
sports rugby

Football

Review and
order

production
review and
assembley

process

dry test production
process and
assembley

pre delivery
checks,

customer User
experience

field test
scenarios

supply chain
lead times
production

costs

review and sign off
for full production

runs agreed call offs
with manufacturing

Budget for production (500 units) 35k includes 25K units, 2k

plastics, 3k multichargers, 5k misc,


